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"As-Saboor"
The Patient, The One who does not quickly punish the sinners. He brings about

everything in its proper time, in the manner that is necessary for it to be as it ought to be. 

بُوُر ٱْلص�

Reflection: He is not impatient with us, even when we walk on his path slowly and only
take baby steps towards Him. This may be why the Messenger of Allah, peace and

blessings be upon him, said, “Take up good deeds only as much as you are able, for the
best deeds are those done regularly even if they are few.” He loves our consistent

actions even if they are small and few, because He is as-Saboor. He doesn’t mind that our
actions are small, as He wants us to come closer to Him however we can, and because

He is also the Appreciative who recognizes and appreciates our efforts. We may at times
feel frustrated with ourselves at our lack of progress, at our lack of consistency, at our

lack of wisdom or growth, but to have “sabr” is to be patient and to contain yourself from
acting or behaving rashly; since Allah is as-Saboor, He never feels frustrated, tired or

bored of our slow progress towards Him.  
 

Those feelings of frustration can be replaced with gratitude that we have a Rabb who
comes to us at speed when we merely walk towards Him. Those feelings are the human

and imperfect desire to judge ourselves by the outer accomplishments only, and we only
need to remember that Allah does not judge us based on outcomes – He will look to our
hearts, to our sincere intention and our efforts. Those “judgey” thoughts of frustration
come from our own haste and from Shaytaan – and we know this because if they are
allowed to grow untempered, they would eventually cause us to lose hope, to think
“what’s the point – I’m not getting anywhere!” and to finally abandon the journey of

trying to become better and get closer to Allah altogether. 

AFFIRMATIONS
I am deeply grateful to Allah,

As-Saboor for 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AYAT
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ACTION POINTS

Where in your life can you live with this name
as-Saboor more? Is there somewhere you can

be kinder and more patient with yourself?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What will you remind yourself of, when you feel
frustrated with yourself or your situation?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Is there someone in your life that you can show
more patience to? If you were to show just 10 %

more patience to them, what would that look
like to you? What would you do differently?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DUAS
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